As deep learning applications continue to become more diverse, an interesting question arises: Can general problem solving arise from jointly learning several such diverse tasks? To approach this question, deep multi-task learning is extended in this paper to the setting where there is no obvious overlap between task architectures. The idea is that any set of (architecture,task) pairs can be decomposed into a set of potentially related subproblems, whose sharing is optimized by an efficient stochastic algorithm. The approach is first validated in a classic synthetic multi-task learning benchmark, and then applied to sharing across disparate architectures for vision, NLP, and genomics tasks. It discovers regularities across these domains, encodes them into sharable modules, and combines these modules systematically to improve performance in the individual tasks. The results confirm that sharing learned functionality across diverse domains and architectures is indeed beneficial, thus establishing a key ingredient for general problem solving in the future.
Introduction
Deep learning methods and applications continue to become more diverse. They now solve problems that deal with fundamentally different kinds of data, including those of human behavior, such as vision, language, and speech, as well as those of natural phenomena, such as biological, geological, and astronomical processes.
Across these domains, deep learning architectures are painstakingly customized to different problems. However, despite this extreme customization, a crucial amount of functionality is shared across solutions. For one, architectures are all made of the same ingredients: some creative composition and concatenation of high-dimensional linear maps and elementwise nonlinearities. They also share a common set of training techniques, including popular initialization schemes and gradient-based optimization methods. The fact that the same small toolset is successfully applied to all these problems implies that the problems have a lot in common. Sharing these tools across problems exploits some of these commonalities, i.e., by setting a strong prior on the kinds of methods that will work. Such sharing is methodological, with humans determining what is shared.
This observation begs the question: Are there commonalities across these domains that methodological sharing cannot capture? Note that this question is different from that addressed by previous work in deep multi-task learning (DMTL), where the idea is to share knowledge across tasks in the same domain or modality, such as within vision [5, 30, 33, 38, 54, 58] or language [9, 13, 16, 31, 34] . In contrast, this question is fundamental to general problem solving: Can it be beneficial to share learned functionality across a diverse set of tasks, such as a 2D convolutional vision network, an LSTM model for natural language, and a 1D convolutional model for genomics? Specifically, this paper considers the following problem: Given an arbitrary set of (architecture,task) pairs, can learned functionality be shared across architectures to improve performance in each task?
Drawing on existing approaches to DMTL, a first approach to this problem is developed, showing that such effective sharing is indeed possible. The approach is based on decomposing the general multi-task learning problem into several fine-grained and equally-sized subproblems, or pseudo-tasks. Training a set of (architecture,task) pairs then corresponds to solving a set of related pseudo-tasks, whose relationships can be exploited by shared functional modules. To make this framework practical, an efficient search algorithm is introduced for optimizing the mapping between pseudo-tasks and the modules that solve them, while simultaneously training the modules themselves. The approach, modular universal reparameterization (MUiR), is validated in a synthetic MTL benchmark problem, and then applied to large-scale sharing between the disparate modalities of vision, NLP, and genomics. It leads to improved performance on each task, and highly-structured architecture-dependent sharing dynamics, in which the modules that are shared more demonstrate increased properties of generality. These results show that MUiR makes it possible to share knowledge across diverse domains, thus establishing a key ingredient for building general problem solving systems in the future.
Problem Statement and Related Work
This paper is concerned with the following question: Given an arbitrary set of (architecture,task) pairs, can learned functionality be shared across architectures to improve performance in each task? Any method that answers this question must satisfy two requirements: (1) It must support any given set of architectures, and (2) it must align parameters across the given architectures.
Parameters in two architectures are aligned if they have some learnable tensor in common. An alignment across architectures implies how tasks are related, and how much they are related. The goal of DMTL is to improve performance across tasks through joint training of aligned architectures, exploiting inter-task regularities. In recent years, DMTL has been applied within areas such as vision [5, 30, 33, 38, 54, 58] , natural language [9, 13, 16, 31, 34] , speech [19, 43, 52] , and reinforcement learning [11, 20, 48] . The rest of this section reviews existing DMTL methods, showing that none of these methods satisfy both conditions (1) and (2).
The classical approach to DMTL considers a joint model across tasks in which some aligned layers are shared completely across tasks, and the remaining layers remain task-specific [7] . In practice, the most common approach is to share all layers except for the final classification layers [11, 13, 18, 19, 20, 31, 41, 52, 58] . A more flexible approach is to not share parameters exactly across shared layers, but to factorize layer parameters into shared and task-specific factors [3, 23, 28, 32, 53, 54] . Such approaches work for any set of architectures that have a known set of aligned layers. However, these methods only apply when such alignment is known a priori. That is, they do not meet condition (2) .
One approach to overcome the alignment problem is to design an entirely new architecture that integrates information from different tasks and is maximally shared across tasks [5, 16, 22] . Such an approach can even be used to share knowledge across disparate modalities [22] . However, by disregarding task-specific architectures, this approach does not meet condition (1) . Related approaches attempts to learn how to assemble a set of shared modules in different ways to solve different tasks, whether by gradient descent [36] , reinforcement learning [42] , or evolutionary architecture search [30] . These methods also construct new architectures, so they do not meet condition (1); however, they have shown that including a small number of location-specific parameters is crucial to sharing functionality across diverse locations.
Drawing on the methods above, this paper introduces a first approach that meets both conditions. First, a simple decomposition is introduced that applies to any set of architectures and supports automatic alignment. This decomposition is extended to include a small number of location-specific parameters, which are integrated in a manner mirroring factorization approaches. Then, an efficient alignment method is developed that draws on automatic assembly methods. These methods combine to make it possible to share effectively across diverse architectures and modalities.
Modular Universal Reparameterization
This section presents a framework for decomposing sets of (architecture,task) pairs into equally-sized subproblems (i.e., pseudo-tasks), sharing functionality across aligned subproblems via a simple factorization, and optimizing this alignment with an efficient stochastic algorithm.
Decomposition into linear pseudo-tasks
Consider a set of T tasks {{x ti ,
, each parameterized by a set of trainable tensors θ Mt . In MTL, these sets have non-trivial pairwise intersections, and are trained in a joint model to find optimal parameters θ Mt for each task:
is a prediction and L t is a sample-wise loss function for the tth task. Given fixed task architectures, the key question in designing an MTL model is how the θ Mt should be aligned. The following decomposition provides a generic way to frame this question.
Suppose each tensor in each θ Mt can be decomposed into equally-sized parameter blocks B of size m × n, and there are L such blocks total across all θ Mt . Then, the parameterization for the entire joint model can be rewritten as:
That is, the entire joint parameter set can be regarded as a single tensor B ∈ R L×m×n . The vast majority of parameter tensors in practice can be decomposed in this way such that each B defines a linear map. For one, the pm × qn weight matrix of a dense layer with pm inputs and qn outputs can be broken into pq blocks of size m × n, where the (i, j)th block defines a map between units im to (i + 1)m − 1 of the input space and units jn to (j + 1)n − 1 of the output space. This approach can be extended to convolutional layers by separately decomposing each matrix corresponding to a single location in the receptive field. Similarly, the parameters of an LSTM layer are contained in four matrices, each of which can be separately decomposed. When m and n are relatively small, the requirement that m and n divide their respective dimensions is a minor constraint; layer sizes can be adjusted without noticeable effect, or overflowing parameters from edge blocks can be discarded. 
, induces a pseudotask solved by a function f . E is an encoder that provides input to f , and D is a decoder that uses the output of f to produce the final prediction. If f is effective for many [task, encoder, decoder] combinations, then it shows generic functionality. Now, if each B defines a linear map, then training B corresponds to solving L linear pseudotasks [37] that define subproblems within the joint model. Suppose B defines a linear map in M t . Then, the th pseudo-task is solved by completing the computational graph of M t with the subgraph corresponding to B removed. The th pseudo-task is denoted by a five-tuple
where E is the encoder that maps each x ti to the input of a function solving the pseudo-task, and D takes the output of that function (and possibly x ti ) to the predictionŷ ti . The parameters θ E and θ D characterize E and D , respectively.
In general, given a pseudo-task, the model for the tth task is completed by a differentiable function f that connects the pseudo-task's inputs to its outputs. The goal for solving this pseudo-task is to find a function that minimizes the loss of the underlying task. The completed model is given bŷ
This formulation is depicted in Figure 1 . Since all L pseudo-tasks induced by Eq. 2 have the same input-output specification, if f solves one of them, it can be applied to any of them in a modular way.
Since all pseudo-tasks are derived from the same universe of tasks and architectures, sharing modules across them can be valuable. Indeed, sharing across related parameter blocks is a common tool to improve generalization in deep learning. For example, a convolutional layer can be viewed as a dense layer with parameter blocks shared across space, and a recurrent layer as a sequential network of dense layers with parameter blocks shared across depths, i.e., time. Similarly, the standard DMTL approach is to design a joint architecture with some parameter blocks shared across related tasks. This paper extends DMTL to sharing factors across related pseudo-tasks.
Reparameterization by hypermodules
Assuming an effective alignment of related pseudo-tasks exists, how should parameters be shared across them? Reusing modules at qualitatively different locations in a network has been successful when a small number of location-specific parameters are included to increase flexibility [30, 36] , and has been detrimental when such parameters are not included [42] . To include such parameters in a simple and flexible way, and avoid additional assumptions about the kind of sharing that can occur, each B can be generated by a hypermodule, the module-specific analog of a hypernetwork [15, 45] .
Associate with the th pseudo-task a context vector z ∈ R c . Suppose there is also a collection of
be an alignment function that indicates which hypermodule solves the th pseudo-task. Then, the parameters of the underlying architectures are generated by
where× 1 denotes the 1-mode (vector) product of a tensor and a vector [25] . In other words, the value at B ij is the dot product between z and the fiber in ψ( ) associated with the (i, j)th element of B .
With the additional goal of optimizing ψ, the block decomposition (Eq. 2) can now be written as
To accurately apply Eq. 6 to a set of architectures, the parameter initialization scheme must be preserved. Say the parameters of a layer are initialized i.i.d. with variance σ 2 and mean 0, and each B is initialized with a distinct hypermodule ψ( ) = H . When c > 1, B ij = H :ij , z is a sum of random variables, so it is impossible to initialize H and z i.i.d. such that B ij is initialized from a uniform distribution. However, it is possible to initialize B ij from a normal distribution, by initializing H from a normal distribution N (0, σ 2 H ) and initializing z with constant magnitude |z|:
In this paper, σ 2 and σ 2 H are determined by He normal initialization [17] , which implies a unique |z|. Although z could be initialized uniformly from {−z, z} c , it is instead initialized to the constant z, to encourage compatibility of hypermodules across contexts. Similarly, the fact that all H k have the same σ 2 H makes it easier for them to capture functionality that applies across pseudo-tasks. Although it is pessimistic to initialize each pseudo-task with its own hypermodule, parsimonious models can be achieved through optimization of ψ. Using the same hypermodule for many pseudotasks has the side-benefit of reducing the size of the joint model. The original model in Eq. 2 has Lmn trainable parameters, while Eq. 6 has Lc + Kcmn, which is more parsimonious only when K < L(mn−c) /cmn < L /c, i.e., when each hypermodule is used for more than c pseudo-tasks on average. However, after training, any hypermodule used fewer than c times can be replaced with the parameters it generates, so the model complexity at inference is never greater than that of the original model:
where L o is the number of pseudo-tasks parameterized by hypermodules used fewer than c times. An algorithm that improves parsimony in this way while exploiting related pseudo-tasks is introduced next.
Interleaved optimization of pseudo-task alignment
Given the above decomposition and reparameterization, the goal is to find an optimal alignment ψ, given by a fixed-length mapping (ψ(1), . . . , ψ(L)), with K possible choices for each element. Let h be a scoring function that returns the performance of a mapping via training and evaluation of the joint model. In order to avoid training the model from scratch each iteration, existing DMTL approaches that include nondifferentiable optimization interleave this optimization with gradient-based updates [8, 30, 33, 37, 42] . These methods take advantage of the fact that at every iteration there are T scores, one for each task. These scores can be optimized in parallel, and faster convergence is achieved, by effectively decomposing the problem into T subproblems. This section illustrates that such problem decomposition can be greatly expanded, leading to practical optimization of ψ. 
With probability
, each with a distinct evaluation function h d . For simplicity, let each submapping be optimized with an instance of the (1+λ)-EA, a Markovian algorithm that is robust to noise, dynamic environments, and local optima [12, 39, 46] , and is a component of existing DMTL methods [30, 37] . The algorithm generates new solutions by resampling elements of the best solution with an optimal fixed probability. Algorithm 1 extends the (1+λ)-EA to optimizing submappings in parallel.
, where w d are positive scalars, I is the indicator function, and ψ is a unique optimal mapping, with ψ ( ) = H 1 ∀ . The runtime of this algorithm (number of iterations through the while loop) is summarized by the following result (proof in S.1):
Resulting runtimes for key values of D are given in Table 1 . As expected, setting D = T gives a substantial speed-up over D = 1. However, when T is small relative to L, e.g., when sharing across a small number of complex models, the factor of L in the numerator is a bottleneck. Setting D = L overcomes this issue, and corresponds to having a distinct evaluation function for each pseudo-task.
The pessimistic initialization suggested in Section 3.2 avoids initial detrimental sharing, but introduces another bottleneck: large K. This bottleneck can be overcome by sampling hypermodules in Line 7 proportional to their usage in ψ 0 . Such proportional sampling encodes a prior which biases search towards modules that already show generality, and yields the following result (proof in S.2): Theorem 3.2. The expected time of the decomposed K-valued (1+1)-EA with pessimistic initialization and proportional sampling is O(log L), when D = L, and all h d are linear.
Again, this fast convergence requires a pseudo-task-level evaluation function h. The solution adopted in this paper is to have the model indicate its hypermodule preference directly through backpropagation, by learning a softmax distribution over modules at each location. Similar distributions over modules have been learned in previous work [30, 36, 44] . In Algorithm 1, at a given time there are 1 + λ active mapping functions
. Through backpropagation, the modules {ψ i ( )} λ i=0 for each location can compete by generalizing Eq. 5 to include a soft-merge operation:
where s ∈ R λ+1 is a vector of weights that induces a probability distribution over hypermodules. Through training, the learned probability of softmax(s ) i is the model's belief that ψ i ( ) is the best option for location out of
. Using this belief function, Algorithm 1 can optimize ψ while simultaneously learning the model parameters. Each iteration, the algorithm trains the model via Eq. 8 with backpropagation for n iter steps, and h(ψ i ) returns λ j=0 softmax(s ) j · I(ψ j = ψ i ), accounting for duplicates. In contrast to existing model-design methods, task performance does not guide search; this avoids overfitting to the validation set over many generations. Validation performance is only used for early stopping. Pseudocode for the end-to-end algorithm, along with additional training considerations, are given in S.3. The algorithm is evaluated experimentally in the next section. 
Experiments
This section evaluates the approach developed in Section 3. First, the dynamics of the approach are validated a synthetic MTL benchmark. Second, the approach is applied to a scale-up problem of sharing across diverse architectures and modalities. See S.4 for additional experimental details.
Validating framework dynamics on a synthetic dataset
This section considers an MTL problem where the ground truth alignment is known. The dataset contains three groups of ten linear regression tasks with input dimension 20, but only 15 training samples per task [23] . The ground truth parameter vector for tasks within a group differ only by a scalar. Tasks cannot be solved without exploiting this regularity. Two versions of the problem were considered, one with Gaussian noise added to sample outputs, and one with no noise. As in previous work, each task model is linear, consisting of a single weight vector ∈ R 20 . In the single-task (STL) case, these vectors are trained independently. In the MTL case (MUiR), c = 1, and each task is reparameterized with a single hypermodule ∈ R 1×20×1 . So, Algorithm 1 is initialized with 30 hypermodules, and should converge to using only three, i.e., one for each group. For comparison, a Random search setup is included (i.e., replacing argmax in Algorithm 1 with a random choice), as well as an Oracle setup, in which ψ is fixed to the true group alignment. Unlike in previous work, five training samples for each task were withheld as validation data, making the setup more difficult.
MUiR quickly converges to the true underlying grouping in the noiseless case (Figure 2) , and yields optimal test loss ( Table 2 ). In the noisy case, MUiR results in a similar improvement over the baselines. Since a linear model is optimal for this dataset, MUiR cannot improve over the best linear method, but it achieves comparable results, despite differences in the setup that make generalization more difficult: withholding data for validation and absence of additional regularization. These results show that the softmax evaluation function effectively determines the value of hypermodules at each location. The next section shows that the algorithm scales to more complex problems.
Sharing across diverse architectures and modalities
This experiment applies MUiR in its intended setting: sharing across diverse architectures and modalities. The hypermodules generate 16 × 16 linear maps, and have context size c = 4, as in previous work on hypernetworks [15] . The joint model shares across a vision problem, an NLP problem, and a genomics problem (see S.5 for additional dataset and architecture details).
The first task is CIFAR-10, the classic image classification benchmark of 60K images [26] . As in previous work on hypernetworks, WideResNet-40-1 (WRN) is the underlying model [15, 55] , yielding 2268 blocks to parameterize with hypermodules. The second task is WikiText-2 language modeling benchmark with over 2M tokens [35] . The underlying model is the standard stacked LSTM model with two LSTM layers each with 256 units [56] , yielding 4096 blocks. The third task is CRISPR binding prediction, where the goal is to predict the propensity of a CRISPR protein complex to bind to (and cut) unintended locations in the genome [21] . The dataset contains binding affinities for over 30M base pairs. The underlying model, DeepBind-256, is from the DeepBind family of 1D-convolutional models designed for protein binding problems [2, 57] Table 2 : Synthetic results. MUiR achieves perfect test RMSE in the clean case, even outperforming the Oracle, which can sometimes overfit. MUiR similarly outperforms baselines in the noisy case. Since a linear model is optimal for this dataset, MUiR cannot improve over the best linear method, but it achieves comparable results despite differences in the setup that make it more difficult: withholding data for validation and absence of additional regularization. Also, in contrast to the other methods, MUiR learns the number of groups automatically.
For each of these three task-architecture pairs, a chain of comparisons were run, with increasing generality: a Baseline that trained the original architecture; an Intratask setup that applied MUiR optimization within a single task model; cross-modal optimization for each pair of tasks; and a crossmodal run across all three tasks. The main result is that the text and genomics models always improve when they are trained with MUiR, and improve the most when they are trained jointly with the WRN model (Table 3) . This result raises a key question: Does the (WRN,vision) pair behave differently because of WRN or because of vision? To answer this question, an additional set of experiments were run using LeNet [29] as the vision model. This model does indeed always improve with MUiR, and improves the most with cross-modal sharing (Table 3) , while similarly improving the text and genomics models. The improvements for all three tasks are significant (S.4). Overall, the results confirm that MUiR can improve performance by sharing across diverse modalities. A likely reason that the benefit of WRN is one-directional is that the modules in WRN are highly specialized to work together as a deep stack. They provide useful diversity in the search for general modules, but they are hard to improve using such modules. This result is important because it both illustrates where the power of MUiR is coming from (diversity) and identifies a key challenge for future methods.
To understand the discovery process of MUiR, Figure 3a shows the number of modules used exclusively by each subset of tasks over time in a W+D+S run. The relative size of each subset stabilizes as ψ is optimized, and is consistent over independent runs, showing that MUiR shares in an architecturedependent way. In particular, the number of modules used only by W and S models remains small, and the number used only by D shrinks to near zero, suggesting that the genomics model plays a central role in sharing. Analyzed at the layer level in the L+S+D setup, the bulk of sharing does indeed involve D (Figure 3b ). D and L are both convolutional, while D and S process 1-dimensional input, which may make it easier for L and S to share with D than directly with each other.
A side-benefit of MUiR is that the number of model parameters decreases over time (up to 20% in Figure 3a) , which is helpful when models need to be small, e.g., on mobile devices. Such shrinkage is achieved when the optimized model has many modules that are used for many pseudo-tasks. Hypermodules are considered generic if they are used more than c times in the joint model, and specific otherwise. Similarly, pseudo-tasks are considered generic if they use generic modules and specific otherwise, along with their contexts and generated linear maps. Sets of generic and specific tensors were compared based on statistical properties of their learned parameters. The generic tensors had significantly smaller average standard deviation, L2-norm, and max value (Table 4) . Such a tighter distribution of parameters indicates greater generality [4, 27] . They must be applied in many situations with minimal disruption to overall network behavior.
Given a set of deep learning problems defined by potentially disparate (architecture,task) pairs, MUiR shows that learned functionality can be effectively shared between them. As the first solution to this problem, MUiR takes advantage of existing DMTL approaches, but it is possible to improve it with more sophisticated and insightful methods in the future. Hypermodules are able to capture general functionality, but more sophisticated factorizations could make it easier to exploit pseudo-task relationships [32, 54] . Similarly, the (1 + λ)-EA is simple and amenable to analysis, but more sophisticated optimization schemes [10, 44, 51] may be critical in scaling to more open-ended settings.
In particular, the modularity of MUiR makes extensions to lifelong learning [1, 6, 49] especially promising: It should be possible to collect and refine a compact set of modules that are assembled in new ways to solve future tasks as they appear, seamlessly integrating new architectural methodologies. Such functionality is fundamental to general problem solving, providing a foundation for integrating and extending knowledge across all behaviors during the lifetime of an intelligent agent.
Conclusion
To go beyond methodological sharing in deep learning, this paper introduced an approach to learning sharable functionality from a diverse set of problems. Training a set of (architecture,task) pairs is viewed as solving a set of related pseudo-tasks, whose relatedness can be exploited by optimizing a mapping between hypermodules and the pseudo-tasks they solve. By integrating knowledge in a modular fashion across diverse domains, the approach establishes a key ingredient for general problem solving systems in the future.
S Supplemental Material
S.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1.
The expected time of the decomposed
Proof. The proof is a direct extension of the result for the non-decomposed binary-valued algorithm [50] , which converges in Θ(L log L) iterations with high probability. Following that proof exactly, but replacing binary variables to K-valued variables increases the convergence time to Θ(KL log L). Then, each subproblem in the decomposed version converges in
) time with high probability, that is, the CDF of the convergence of each instance is dominated by an exponential random variable with mean Θ(
is the Dth harmonic number [14] . So, the expected convergence time of the entire algorithm is O(
).
S.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2.
The expected time of the decomposed K-valued (1+1)-EA with pessimistic initialization and proportional sampling is O(log L), when D = L, and all h d are linear.
Proof. Let W i be a variable tracking the number of locations whose module is wrong at iteration i. W 0 = L − 1, since the first location is initialized correctly. Let W i+1 be the expected number of locations whose module is incorrect at time i + 1 given that W i are incorrect at time i. Then,
which yields a closed form for W t :
If at most 1 location is incorrect, optimizing this location takes constant time. The goal is to find t such that W t < 1:
(11) Since the expected time to get from W i to W i+1 is one iteration, and convergence is faster when W i is lower, t is an upper bound on the expected runtime of the algorithm.
S.3 Additional algorithm details
For the model to learn its hypermodule preferences efficiently, a special learning rate lr s is assigned to the soft weights s in Eq. 8. In the experiments, setting this rate to one or two orders of magnitudes larger than that of the rest of the model yields reliable results.
The complete end-to-end algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. The algorithm interleaves model training with optimization of ψ. Interleaving makes the algorithm efficient, because the model need not be trained from scratch each generation. Instead, λ hypermodule options are sampled for each of pL pseudo-tasks, for some p ∈ (0, 1]. Although in theory p = 1 yields the fastest convergence, setting p < 1 improves the stability of training, reducing the noise that comes from shocking pseudo-tasks with new modules. In the experiments, p = 0.5 was found to yield reliable results. Training can also be made smoother by training for n init steps before optimizing ψ, and by initializing the probability of the current best hypermodule to be 1 − α for some small α < 1. If s 0 is initialized to 0, then, for i ∈ {1, . . . , λ} softmax( 
loc ← pL -element random subset of {1, . . . , L} 11:
for ∈ loc do 12:
for i = 1, . . . λ do 13:
Train H, z, θ , s via Eq. 8 for niter backprop steps.
15:
Evaluate using the validation set for each task. 16:
Revert to the state with best validation performance. 19: Train H, z, θ via Eq. 5 for nfinal backprop steps.
However, in this paper, α = λ λ+1 in all experiments, so that there is no initial bias towards previously selected hypermodules.
Note that the choice of λ is limited by scalability concerns. The cost of one gradient update is approximately 1 + λ times that of the original model. This pressure towards small λ is why λ = 1 was used in Section 4.2. This scalability pressure also makes it crucial that the results in Section 3.3 apply in the case of λ = 1.
As required by Theorem 3.2, new hypermodules for a pseudo-task are selected with probability proportional to their current usage. When a hypermodule is no longer used anywhere, it has effectively been deleted. When the number of active hypermodules is less than the initial number K, for theoretical robustness, a small probability of creating a new hypermodule is always included, similar to the -greedy approach in reinforcement learning [47] . In this paper, is manually set to 10 −4 in all experiments. The distribution for sampling existing hypermodules is then
In practice, there may be some parameters that are not naturally decomposable via Eq. 2. In particular, the initial layer that transforms raw input and the output layer that produces predictions are modalityspecific. They are useful as unshared adapters that learn permutations and scaling to translate between specific and generic representations. For example, for each task in S.5, the first and last layers of its architecture are reserved as adapters.
S.4 Additional experiment details
All models were implemented in PyTorch [40] . Each run was performed using a single NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU with 12GB ram.
All models were trained using Adam with default parameters [24] . When the learned parameters s are reset each generation, their corresponding auxiliary state in Adam is reset as well, to prevent unmeaningful application of this state.
The synthetic dataset in Section 4.1 contains 30 linear regression tasks, each with the same 20-dimensional input space and 1-dimensional output [23] . Each task was generated from a random parameter vector, by multiplying random inputs by this vector to generate 15 training samples and 50 test samples. The goal is to minimize RMSE averaged over all tasks. The tasks are grouped into three groups of ten tasks each. The parameter vector for tasks within a group differ only by a scalar factor. Tasks cannot be solved reliably without exploiting this regularity. The linear models in these experiments use a batch size of 10 in training.
For the results in Table 2 , each setup was run ten times. Mean and standard error are reported. Surprisingly, in the clean case, the MUiR + Oracle setup performs worse than MUiR + Optimization. This result is due to the fact that the Oracle setup is still able to occasionally overfit to one of the thirty tasks, because there is so little data, and there are no other forms of regularization. In particular, note that the median RMSE for both MUiR + Oracle and MUiR + Optimization was 0.00. In the noisy case, the noise itself provides sufficient regularization for the Oracle to overcome this issue. However, the improvement of Optimization over Oracle in the clean case illustrates a strength of MUiR that is also captured in Table 4 : Since each module is trained in many locations over the course of optimization, it is forced to learn generalizable functionality.
In Figure 2 , the first 10 tasks correspond to the first ground truth group, the second 10 to the second group, and the third to the third group. The "Score" at each generation is a coarse measure for how close ψ is to the optimal mapping: Each task adds 1 if the module it uses is shared and only used by tasks in its true group, adds 0 if the module is unshared, and adds -1 if the module is shared by tasks outside of its true group.
In the experiments in Section 4.1, 99 iterations of random search were performed for the noisy case over the hyperparameter ranges λ ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}, p ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1}, lr s ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}, and n iter ∈ {10, 50, 100, 200}. The setting with the best validation loss was λ = 8, p = 0.5, lr s = 0.01, and n iter = 100. This setting was then used across ten runs in both the clean and the noisy case to collect the results in Table 2 . Since the linear models learn quickly, n init was not needed and set to 0.
To scale up to the experiments in Section 4.2, the hyperparameter settings above were copied exactly, except for λ, lr s , n iter , and n init , which were manually adapted from those in Section 4.1: λ was set to 1 for maximum computational efficiency; lr s was increased to 0.1 so that locations could quickly ignore clearly low-performing modules; n iter was increased to 1000 to handle the larger problem size; n init was set to 2000 so that model could initially stabilize before alignment optimization.
In Section 4.2, one run was performed for each of the setups in Table 3 , i.e., five to seven runs were performed for each architecture. To confirm the significance of the results, twenty additional runs were performed for the baselines L, S, and, D, as well as for the cross-domain setup L+S+D. The means are shown in In the results in Table 4 there were 666 generic modules, 4344 specific; and 4363 generic pseudotasks (i.e., contexts and linear maps) and 8401 specific. Notably, the differences between generic and specific tensors appear for both hypermodules, which are trained for a variable number of pseudo-tasks, and contexts, which are each trained for only one pseudo-task.
S.5 Dataset and architecture details
CIFAR-10. This image classification benchmark has 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images [26] . Of the training images, 5,000 are randomly withheld for validation. As in previous work on hypernetworks, WideResNet-40-1 (WRN) is the underlying model, and standard data augmentation is used [15] . The first and last layers of the model are reserved as adapter layers. All remaining convolutional layers are reparameterized by hypermodules, yielding a total of 2268 blocks. WideResNet defines a family of vision models, each defined by a depth parameter N and a width parameter k. WideResNet-40-1 has N = 6 and k = 1. This model is the smallest (in terms of parameters) high-performing model in the standard WideResNet family. For the additional set of experiments using LeNet [29] as the vision model, all layer sizes were increased to the nearest multiple of 16. This model is sequential with five layers, of which the middle three are reparameterized. Both CIFAR-10 models use a batch size of 128 for training.
WikiText-2. This language modeling benchmark has 2,088,628 training tokens, 217,646 validation tokens, and 245,569 test tokens, with a vocab size of 33,278 [35] . The goal is to minimize perplexity. The underlying model is the standard stacked LSTM model with two LSTM layers each with 256 units, and preprocessing is performed as in previous work [56] . The LSTM layers are reparameterized by hypermodules, yielding a total of 4096 blocks. This standard model has one main parameter, LSTM size. In general, increasing the size improves performance. Common LSTM sizes are 200, 650, and 1000. To simplify the setup by making the LSTM weight kernels divisible by the output dimension of hypermodules, the experiments in Section 4.2 use an LSTM size of 256. The model begins with a word embedding layer, and ends with a dense layer mapping its output to a softmax over the vocabulary. This model uses a batch size of 20 for training.
CRISPR Binding Prediction. The goal of this dataset is to predict the propensity of a CRISPR protein complex to bind to (and cut) unintended locations in the genome [21] . This is an important personalized medicine problem, since it indicates the risk of the technology for a particular genome. When using the technology, there is one particular (target) location that is intended to be cut out by the CRISPR complex, so that this location can be edited. If the complex makes other (off-target) cuts, there may be unintended consequences. Predicting the binding affinity at off-target locations gives an assessment of the risk of the procedure. The dataset contains binding affinities for approximately 30 million base pairs (bp). Input consists of 201bp windows of one-hot-encoded nucleobases centered around each location. The data is randomly split into non-overlapping training, validation, and test sets, with approximately one million samples withheld for validation and one million for testing. The underlying model, DeepBind-256, is from the DeepBind family of 1D-convolutional models designed for protein binding problems [2, 57] . The first layer embeds the input into 256 channels. The second layer is a 1D convolution with kernel size 24, and 256 output channels, followed by global max pooling. The third layer is fully-connected with 256 hidden units. The final layer is fully-connected with a single output that indicates the predicted binding affinity. The loss is MSE. The middle two layers are reparameterized by hypermodules, yielding 6400 blocks. This model uses a batch size of 256 for training.
